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Good health does not have to be so difficult. Shanahan's Food Guidelines offers key details that even her most health-
conscious sufferers had been missing-the details that may save your valuable health. Filled with straightforward and
memorable guidance, Dr. Shanahan increases this growing food revolution the voice of an experienced physician and
scientist. In the spirit of these chefs, journalists, and food writers who've brought a spotlight to the importance of
eating well, knowing source, and respecting traditions, Dr. The best diet for severe athletes is also the very best diet for
fat loss, heart health, malignancy prevention, and almost everything else.
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Quick and easy guide to improve your health! She's 60 years aged and today looks likes she actually is 45; I personally
recommend getting a blood glucose monitor and start tracking your morning fasting blood sugars to see what your day
before did to you. I've learned that even one spoon of macaroni and cheese or rice for supper will work my FBS up about
10 factors. For me to stay down simply in the 90s I must be lower carb than I expected. This book has me consuming
fermented sauerkraut though! And even though I had already been exposed to the majority of it, I've been encouraged
and given fresh insights and inspiration to do even more and put an excellent diet really into practice. Nevertheless, it is
so simple that there surely is no real fresh or insightful information regarding why this is healthy in a real world way.
It's easy to read. it is so basic that there is no true new or insightful information regarding why this is healthy in a
genuine world way If you are a beginner studying food then this is for you. "Free Range" does not = good. It provides
about two pages of a food plan by the end. Unlike some 'diet' books -- Food Guidelines gets back to basics and is quite
easy to work into your lifestyle. It is very meat heavy with no real dialogue of vegetarian or vegan and how that matches
into health. and when there is one matter anyone needs to find out. But, if you are looking at this reserve to obtain
additional clarification on questions you might have after reading "Deep Nutrition", then that is probably not the reserve
for you. VERY INFORMATIVE This was recommended if you ask me by my hairdresser; Perfectly written and informative. I
have read about half of this book was therefore impressed purchased it for my cousin and Mom. Simple, easy to check
out, but very potent tips on how to really turn your health around with diet. completely amazing and she seems great.
and she read Food Guidelines and Deep Nourishment. Weston Price in his world-wide investigations of isolated peoples
consuming their ancestral diet plans. I think this will be the tool. I am on numerous diet programs; For me, it was not
worth the money. Nourishment and eating is not a diet plan it's a way of living life healthily. If I were responsible for
waiting rooms bought at offices for doctors, nutritionists, acupuncturists, therapists, etc. We can't believe this is not
standard teaching!. Personally i think like I have already been rooked by the medical field all these years and that they
we environment me up for failing. I'm ready to change! Good Resource to use Principles of Dr. Sensible Effectively
written, sensible, healthy lifestyle advice. Shanahan's other book about how exactly to eat for good health, which is
situated in part on the principles discovered by Dr. Looking towards putting things to work I've 85 to 100 pounds to lose
and am trying to get motivated. It was a very good books, with very detailed explanations of how diet affects our health
and wellness and also our appearance, especially for the advancement of infants in the womb and developing children.
I've read the book and right now we are reading it jointly. Dr. Shanahan applies these discoveries and other more recent
research to the dietary plan, and in this book being reviewed, she will take the general concepts and summarizes them
in easy-to-use rules. In the event that you proceed along with the overall idea that good diet as our ancestors knew it, is
way better for your wellness, and don't care too much about the science, this books lets you know what you ought to
know to use that knowledge to your daily eating, what to eat, what things to avoid, ways to get the nourishment that
your body needs, etc, plus a few recipes. It is also an excellent follow-up to her even more comprehensive book, but can
also serve as a good introduction compared to that book if you have become interested in the science and knowledge
behind good nutrition. Certainly a useful resource. Fantastic. I've seen effects of a large number of drugs, and deal often
with food intolerance. Easy to read 'mini-chapters' for every 'rule'. This book was written this year 2010 and doesn't
seem to be in sync with other things out there written in the last three roughly years. she was having difficulty losing
weight even though she was not way overweight and exercised 3 to 5 5 times a week; Five Stars Great book ~I browse
the longer version and this put all the info into a nutshell. The author advocates buying "free of charge range" animal
products. We were created to run on fat, proteins and carbs and she's you eating the healthiest versions of most three
that you could obtain. I thought this book would have more specific information about recipes and cooking, but this book
is nearly just like a reader-freindly, condensed version of "Deep Nutrition". Many thanks., then this would absolutely be
considered a must-have to maintain as quickie reading material! Disappointing uninteresting book. Interesting and
informative An interesting and new thought process about food. Don't leave it on the shelf, keep it in your kitchen. Easy
to follow Food Rules brought Deep Nutrition to a far more readable and understandable plan. Eating real meals with
clear suggestions that are easy to follow. Thanks Dr. Cate Complements Dr. Shanahan's reserve Deep Nutrition I have
read much on healthy diet plans and this is the most comprehensive that I have found it provides concrete information



about how to prevent unhealthy things that are deceptive. The problem is, "free range" will not mean what people think
it means. This needs an update. I feel as if I am reading a brief book about someone else's needs and wants of food. Just
"Pastured" is safe. Not really what I was longing for, but still really important information I purchased this publication
without doing much study, simply because of how influential Dr. It also provides assets including menus and alternative
marketplaces for purchasing the quality meals that is necessary for a healthy diet plan. It just means the door is left
open for about 5 minute a day. It does not imply the animals are eating a natural diet plan, and roaming the hills. What
folks need to buy is "PASTURED" pet products. He actually likes in addition, it. Such corn/grain/soy based feeds are full
of anti-nutrients that have become damaging to these pets and to us. The anti-nutrition present in the "feed" enter their
body, and then into ours when we consume items from those animals, wrecking havoc. The same goes for the same anti-
nutrients in those foods we deliberately ingest, and also in ALL grains. Wholegrain wheat, brown rice and corn have big
complications. Legumes, including soy, and nightshade - tomatos, zuccini, eggplant, white potatoes, etc are also highly
problematic containing high degrees of anti-nutrients. As a health care provider I completely 100% agree I'm both an
over-all Internal medication doctor and an immunologist. Readable 'mini-chapters' for every 'rule' Fantastic. This book
is the best overview of how you should consume to ward of disease in my opinion, I'm going to be recommending it to
my patients . Why didn't anyone ever educate me on nourishment?. S's Book I go through Dr. Her dietary advice is
balanced. Shanahan's various other book, "Deep Nutrition" has been on my entire life. You'll understand diabetes,
cholesterol, good and bad fats, sugar and more. I highly recommend it. Price discovered that as soon as the first
generation after adopting bleached flour and sugars and other elements of the prevalent Western diet, the "dental care
arch" narrowed, causing crowded teeth, the nasal passage also narrowed, making regular breathing through the nose
challenging, and the incidence of dental care caries and other serious dental problems greatly increased. These are from
animals that get to become out at pasture and eat a NATURAL diet of grasses, etc that these were intended to eat, as
opposed to the grain/soy/corn "feed" the "free range" animals are given. Her advice on exercise, sleep and actually
antibacterial soaps makes sense. Four Stars Was a gift
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